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Excerpt from Market Compass AI Service Clouds

Exclusive Rights for Amazon Web Services

1 Management Summary

The KuppingerCole Market Compass provides an overview of a market segment and the vendors in that

segment. It covers the trends that are influencing that market segment, how it is further divided, and the

essential capabilities required of solutions. It also provides ratings of how well these solutions meet our

expectations.

This Market Compass covers Artificial Intelligence (AI) Service Clouds, solutions that enable AI solutions to

be designed, built, implemented, and monitored in a modular format. The cloud infrastructure that is often

required to train and run AI/machine learning (ML) models is also provided by vendors of AI Service Clouds.

This approach also aims to bring AI to non-technical users, reducing the negative impacts of a machine

learning skills gap and enabling diverse teams to work on an AI project. AI Service Clouds enable ML

developers, data scientists, business decision makers, subject matter experts (for example a sales team

member for work on a sales optimization model, or an oncologist working on a cancer detection model), and

citizen developers. As an overall goal, AI Service Clouds aim to bring high quality, repeatable, and

transparent AI/ML models to the enterprise with minimal time lost during data preparation and development.

The growth of the AI Service Clouds market will be slightly different than the growth of AI technologies

overall. There will be a higher focus on the modularity of AI Service Cloud Platforms to enable easy

onboarding of models from other environments, and to apply lifecycle management, explainability, and bias

mitigation to models in operation or purchased solutions from other environments. AI Service Clouds will

play an important role in democratizing AI for organizations of all sizes, for nearly every use case.

Readers of this Market Compass should consider vendors based on the internal requirements of their

organization's use cases, and use this report as a guide to shortlist vendors.

Highlights:

KuppingerCole predicts a rise in the use of AI Service Clouds by enterprises to access AI

capabilities
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A modular approach is key to delivering successful AI Service Clouds

Specific modules for lifecycle management, explainability, and bias mitigation are important

Abstracting away complexity for diverse users is a distinguishing feature of AI Service Clouds

Flexible computing for training and operations add to the value offering of AI Service Clouds
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2 Market Segment

This Market Compass covers AI Service Clouds, which are solutions that increase enterprise accessibility to

artificial intelligence technologies. AI services are in increasingly high demand by enterprises to add

functionality to products and services as well as to improve internal management and operations. However,

expertise in the many disciplines of AI -- including machine learning, deep learning, Natural Language

Processing (NLP), computer vision, etc. -- is rare and costly. Rather than crafting a custom AI solution in-

house, which requires intensive effort, cost, and manpower, AI Service Clouds are on the market to speed

up Time-to-Value and make developing and using AI more accessible to the array of roles in an AI/ML

project. AI Service Clouds provide the means and often the cloud infrastructure to develop, implement, and

manage an AI model in its operation or as incorporated into a product or service.

2.1 Market Description

AI Service Clouds provide support for key phases of the AI development and operational lifecycle, like data

preparation, model selection, model training and validation, operations, ongoing monitoring, and

governance. The development process is often designed to abstract away complexity for different roles,

distinguishing between business users, data scientists, and ML developers. Often, AI Service Clouds offer

stackable AI capabilities -- such as NLP functionality with image classification -- to build a multifaceted AI

solution. Value propositions often include the ability to create customized AI-powered apps, use pre-built AI,

leverage intelligent decision-making, simple integrations with databases and enterprise systems, scalable

computing power for training and model deployment, and simplicity for business users but depth for data

scientists. Sometimes an AI Service Cloud also provides the cloud infrastructure on which to build AI-

powered apps. 

The inclusion criteria for this report are: 

Provides enterprises with a build-it-yourself option for one or more of the AI disciplines (Machine

Learning, Deep Learning, NLP, etc.) 

Model development and monitoring processes suited for business users and data/ML scientists and

engineers 

Supports data preparation steps 

Presents workflows to select appropriate training models 

Provides access to pre-built and customizable knowledge graphs, libraries of algorithms, etc. 
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Integrates with databases and enterprise systems 

Offers pre-built AI models including chatbots, text-to-speech, data discovery, classification, etc. 

Modular or stackable AI capabilities 

Governance support for individual steps of the AI development/operational lifecycle including data

provenance, explainability, bias detection, model drift, etc. 

Compatible with major cloud software

The exclusion?criteria for this report are:?  

Platforms that only focus on providing BI/Analytics solutions 

Vendors that deliver a single product, without focus on providing an enterprise with the tools to

develop their own solution. 

2.2 Major Use Cases 

Vendors of AI Service Clouds are not only delivering ML capabilities to their customers, they are

standardizing the process for transparency, repeatability and automation. The main applications of this

solution are:

Quick Customization: Determining how to move from the business use case that AI/ML should give

insight on to selecting a viable model to train is often unclear, and is beyond the skill sets that most

subject matter experts have. Assessing the quality of data, determining the appropriate metrics and

models, and training the model usually take high expertise, and much longer than expected. ML

usage in the enterprise is very diverse, but there are some repeated scenarios that reliably increase

the efficiency of enterprise operations which do not require a bespoke implementation. These can be

horizontal use cases, such as language and communications tools, vision for image and video

monitoring/classification, or forecasting and predictions. These can also be industry specific, such as

targeting communications tools for health or legal industries, or forecasting for sales or logistics

respectively. AI Service Clouds increasingly offer pre-designed models and solutions that serve as

reference patterns for horizontal and vertical use cases. AI Service Clouds also exist to automate

key parts of the model selection and training process, speeding up time-to-value and maintaining

high quality and transparency.

Modular AI: Most organizations have a handful of questions that they would like to use AI/ML to
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deliver insights on, such as how to get an overview of a large number of documents or articles,

monitor emails for automated sales actions, create an early warning system, or detect patterns and

give predictions. These questions often rely on separate datasets and even separate types of data

such as visual and unstructured text data. To adequately answer these questions or deliver insights,

organizations need to access the range of AI/ML capabilities that best suit the data they have

available. AI Service Clouds deliver modular AI/ML capabilities and sometimes offer these

capabilities in combination, such as an image classification tool with textual summaries, to best meet

the complex needs of organizations, along with flexible computing and deployment options.

MLOps: Once an appropriate model has been selected, it must be managed in production and

throughout its lifecycle. This involves data gathering, labelling, model training, deployment, ensuring

its continued accuracy, periodically retraining, and keeping relevant end users and internal team

members informed about best practice usage. For example, for models used in a hospital setting to

inform doctors of a patient's immediate risk for a particular condition, the doctors who rely on it

should be informed of what the model's limitations are and recommendations on how best to use the

model's outcomes in conjunction with their expert human knowledge such as when to override the

model's decision. AI Service Clouds provide automated steps and repeatable pipelines that give a

methodology and structure to MLOPs.

Trust and compliance: At the time of writing, there are few formal regulations around using AI/ML

in enterprise operations. But there is strong public expectation for transparency, ethical usage,

protection of data, and mitigation of bias in models. Establishing good practices from the beginning

of any AI/ML project that documents the development process, data provenance, bias mitigation

efforts, and explainability of the model at a global and local level is a high priority for many

organizations. AI Service Clouds are increasingly including explainability and governance modules

that prepare organizations for future compliance requirements.

Diverse collaboration: A very early best practice for ethical AI/ML development and implementation

is to have a diverse, multistakeholder team working on any AI/ML project. It is also a practical

necessity, as initiators of AI/ML projects are often business decision makers, not ML developers, and

must work closely with technical experts as well as the subject matter experts for a successful

project. This has been a challenging task because the knowledge for ML development is relatively

rare, as is crossover between subject-matter experts and developer knowledge. AI Service Clouds

often provide structure to the model building and lifecycle management processes to make them

more accessible and abstract away some of the complexity for different types of users. Enabling

people of different educational backgrounds and different technical specialties to collaborate on a

ML project is a meaningful enabler of diverse multistakeholder teams.

2.3 Market Direction
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There are many influences on the rise of AI in enterprise usage, but an overarching one is the reduction of

uncertainty. This comes in many forms, ranging from regulatory expectation to public trust of black-box

models. But the effects of reducing uncertainty around the use of AI is seen from the increased usage of it in

nearly every industry. Other factors such as the increased migration to the cloud and digital transformation

efforts that invite innovated technologies to achieve higher efficiencies and new approaches to challenges

provide an inviting environment for enterprises to start initiating AI projects.

Once major source of uncertainty is simply how to conduct an AI project. A significant AI/ML knowledge gap

exists and is unlikely to be closed quickly. Expertise in AI/ML development is rare, and even rarer are

experts in all AI/ML capabilities. Computer vision, robotic, natural language processing (NLP), and the rest

are distinct enough to be research domains in their own right, meaning that an expert may specialize in one

branch of AI with some working knowledge of the others, but is rarely a master of all. Even though more

universities are offering degrees in AI/ML, newly trained people will likely be concentrated in North America,

China, and Europe, leaving an imbalance of knowledge in other geographies. Given the likely persistence of

the knowledge gap, usage of solutions like AI Service Clouds that enable non-experts to bring AI/ML to their

business problems with increasing levels of accuracy and confidence is predicted to increase. ML is often

being incorporated into the AI Service Cloud workflows themselves, intelligently preparing and cleaning

data, suggesting appropriate models, and auto feature engineering to both enable non-technical users to

work with the models and to speed up the production process.

The uncertainty of adopting AI before any guiding regulation exists has been too high a risk for many

organizations, and uncertainty around the appropriate use of AI will be reduced when the first regulations

are issued. The European Commission has put forward a proposal for the regulation of any AI that impacts

people located in the European Union. At the time of writing, this proposal has yet to be formally approved

and issued into law. But it is expected that other countries and regions will follow suit, issuing similar

regulations on the use of AI around the world. It is likely that the issuance of some guiding regulation may

stimulate investment and public/private partnerships for the development of more AI solutions. The United

States Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has made statements about applying existing laws to AI to prevent

the sale and use of biased algorithms. AI Service Clouds are poised to offer governance and compliance

solutions, beginning with basic bias mitigation measures, which must be expanded as technical capabilities

grow. These governance and compliance modules will likely expand and play a larger role, or grow large

enough to become their own market segment in the future.

Closely tied with the question of regulation is the question of trust and transparency. Organization decision

makers are unlikely to opt for AI solutions when the methods or reliability are not (or mis-) understood. For

the general public, a model can only succeed in operation if it is trusted to behave fairly, ethically, and

logically. This requires strong communication channels internally with development team members and

decision makers, as well as communication with end users or those who are impacted by a model decision.

The inability to explain some models is at the core of this uncertainty. Explainable AI is a dynamic research

space that is working to address how regression and deep learning models can be interpreted. AI Service

Clouds are incorporating explanation functions into their products, and the quality of the explanations will

increase over time as more research in the area is done.
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Explainability has an additional boon, which is as a prevention against AI-specific attacks. An AI-specific

attack is one that seeks to disrupt the functioning of the model and could be achieved for example through

targeting the input data to alter what the model has learned, or through the code of the model itself. Many

are wary of such adversarial attacks because it may not be immediately noticed, and when the model is

integrated in an automated workflow, a poisoned model may have widespread impacts very quickly.

Explainability reduces the uncertainty that an attack has occurred by providing an explanation in plain

language of why the model acted as it did, often listing the most important features that caused it to decide

as it did. The ability for non-technical overseers to monitor why decisions are what they are acts as a

safeguard against AI-specific attacks.
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Figure 1: Trend Compass on AI Service Clouds and AI Technologies
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3 Capabilities

The Market Compass is designed to profile and compare vendors across numerous capabilities. This

section details the capabilities that one should expect to see in this market segment, and breaks them down

according to relevance per use case.

3.1 All Capabilities

The AI Service Cloud segment has a collection of standard capabilities that most solutions should include.

These are listed in the table below.

CAPABILITY DESCRIPTION

MODULAR APPROACH  The solution should have the ability to break down the AI/ML development

process into differentiated steps, including data preparation, model

selection, model training, validation, operations, maintenance, and

retirement. Users should be able to import a model from other tools and

continue the development and implementation process.

CLOUD ENVIRONMENT/ COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT Flexible computing resources are critical to meeting customer needs for

training (one-time high intensity) compared with operations and retraining

(periodic and repetitive). AI Service Clouds offer the cloud services for

training and running models, and should offer options like spot computing,

distributed training, batch processing, and balance speed of results with

computing costs.

LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT After a model is implemented, there must be transparent documentation of

the accuracy and drift over time, as well as controls to adjust the model,

retrain, and adjust to new or changing real-world contexts. The solution

should offer adequate controls for model lifecycle management designed for

both the technical and non-technical user.

SUPPORT FOR MULTIPLE MODELS & ALGORITHMS The solution should be able to handle different types of data: structured and

tabular data, unstructured text, images or video, language capacities, etc.

An AI Service Cloud should be positioned to serve business use cases

without a decision maker needing to determine which ML discipline is

required.

The solution should be able to suggest and compare the accuracy of several

suitable models for the type of data that is input by the customer. Ideally

there should be integrations with open source databases as well as

proprietary options from the vendor.
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CAPABILITY DESCRIPTION

EXPLAINABILITY & BIAS MITIGATION The solution should have the capacity to explain every model at a global

level and per individual decision. This should be available in accessible

language, for every type of model offered by the solution.

Bias in models should be detected and mitigated in the data before training

and periodically during operations. Minimal coverage of bias mitigation

include removing or reweighing critical fields like gender, while more

comprehensive capabilities include questioning and documenting outcomes

for less apparent intrusions of bias.

DATA PRIVACY/PROTECTION The solution should ensure that all data used for training and in operations

is of a sufficient quality to generate accurate decisions and is documented

for model auditability.

All data used for training and in operations should be acquired with consent

by implicated individuals, and their data should be adequately protected as

per relevant data protection regulations.

REFERENCE PATTERNS The solution may have pre-designed models for common scenarios, such as

product recommendations, summarization, or anomaly detection. These

may also be targeted to particular industries.

AUTOMATION The AI/ML development and lifecycle management should be partially

automated in AI Service Clouds. This is often managed by integrating ML

into different phases of the development process to handle repetitive tasks

and provide intelligent recommendations on next actions.

HUMAN INVOLVEMENT The solution should provide workflows to include human oversight in the

automated ML development process, in operations for critical cases, or

where a decision is below a threshold defined by the customer.

Table 1: Standard Capabilities of AI Service Clouds

3.2 Capabilities Recommended per use case

The AI Service Cloud segment is evolving to meet several distinct use cases, as described in section 2.2.

Below, the capabilities are displayed according to their relevance for each use case.
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Figure 2: Relevance of Capabilities to Top 5 AI Service Clouds Use Cases

3.2.1 Quick Customization

For quick customization of AI models to be achieved, a modular approach is of high importance because

work can be concentrated in the necessary phases, be imported from another workspace, or supported by

different team members of different expertise. It is of high importance that there be adequate models and

ML capabilities to match the diverse needs of customers (for example NLP or vision capabilities). Reference

patterns give strong support here, as they provide pre-designed models and workflows for common use

cases. And automation is key for adding speed to the development process.

Explainability and data privacy/protection are important in any case, but dedicated modules will help in a

quick customization use case to add validity, interpretability, and trustworthiness without having to research

these topics from the ground up. The cloud environment is a necessary infrastructure piece for training and

implementation, with the added benefit of choosing the computational effort powering different projects.

Lifecycle management tools enable best practices for implementation. Human involvement is of low

importance to this use case, but is recommended to follow governance frameworks to guide decisions

around human involvement in model development and decisions.

3.2.2 Modular AI
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Organizations in this use case are looking to stack different types of AI capabilities on each other, extend

their AI solutions as data collection becomes more targeted, or simply to move from business case to

development without needing the ML expertise to select a vendor that specializes in their data types and

scenario. Modular capabilities are clearly important here, giving customers modules for each step in the

development phase and giving tools for repeatable development processes. The cloud environment is

critical to extensible AI, enabling the customer access to flexible cloud infrastructure to balance computing

costs and speed of training or running models. A varied choice of algorithms, models, and AI capabilities is

key to the modular AI use case, as it enables the customer many options to best fit their unique needs.

Reference patterns also play an important role, enabling some degree of plug and play for common

business cases.

Explainability and data privacy/protection remain important pluggable modules for a modular, extensible AI

deployment. Lifecycle management is a supportive capability here, as well as automation and human

involvement.

3.2.3 MLOps

For the MLOps use case, the most important capabilities are lifecycle management and explainability.

Management of the model during its implementation requires specific controls to monitor its accuracy and

drift over time and the capability to retrain as needed. A large part of the success of models in operation is

its explainability both to operators and users of the model, as well as external stakeholders who may be

impacted by the model's decisions.

A modular approach, data privacy/protection, automation, and human involvement are supportive

capabilities for the MLOps use case. Data privacy/protection and human involvement must be cared for so

that the model in operation remains trustworthy and compliant, while a modular approach and automation

keep the solution easy to use. The flexible cloud environment enables the model to run as required. A

diverse choice of models and algorithms, and reference patterns is irrelevant for this use case, as it

assumes the model is already built.

3.2.4 Trust & Compliance

The Trust & Compliance use case requires a solution to provide adequate and transparent reporting on the

model's development and implementation. This means that lifecycle management, explainability, data

privacy/protection, and human involvement are all essential capabilities. The model must be proven to be

continuously accurate despite changing real-world conditions, thus lifecycle management is of high

importance. Explainability is a key enabler of trust, security, and auditability of models and individual

decisions. Data privacy/protection must be cared for to ensure compliance with data protection regulation.
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And human involvement should be demonstrated at the required times in the development and

implementation process, such as at high risk, uncertain, or mission critical points.

As this use case focuses on the compliance requirements and not the developmental phases, a modular

approach, the cloud environment, algorithms and models, reference patterns, and automation are

supportive but non-required capabilities.

3.2.5 Diverse Collaboration

The Divers Collaboration use case aims to democratize AI for users of different backgrounds and promote

multistakeholder teams of different backgrounds, often educational. A modular approach here is important to

divide work steps or create different workspaces for technical and non-technical users. Lifecycle

management should be designed for easy use by technical and non-technical users, as the responsibility to

monitor the model in operation may fall on either party. Explainability remains critical in this use case as

making a model and each decision interpretable in plain language is foundational to clueing in non-technical

users to its function (or potential malfunction). Reference patterns help bring in non-technical users from

specific departments (for example sales, on an AI solution that will be used by this department) at an earlier

stage in the development process than usual.

Automation and human involvement are supportive capabilities here, as they further enable various

stakeholders to be a part of the process without requiring full ML developer training. Data privacy/protection

remains a constant requirement, but is not essential to delivering this use case. The cloud environment and

varied algorithms and models are also necessary to delivering an AI solution, but not critical to delivering

this use case.
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4 Ratings at a Glance

This chapter provides a comparative overview of the participating vendors for five categories: security,

deployment, interoperability, usability, and market standing. It also highlights the outstanding performers in

distinct categories.

4.1 General Product Ratings

Based on our evaluation, a comparative overview of the ratings of the general standing of all the products

covered in this document is shown in the table below.
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Product Security Interoperability Usability Deployment Market Standing

AWS ML Stack      

Cognino360      

Google Cloud Vertex AI      

IBM Cloud Pak for Data      

Kortical AIaaS Platform      

Microsoft Azure AI Platform      

Salesforce Einstein      

Legend critical weak neutral positive strong positive
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Table 2: Comparative Overview of the ratings for the general standing of all products

4.2 Noteworthy Vendors for Specific Capabilities

Some vendors are better positioned to meet narrow use cases, while others have stronger offerings across

the range of this market segment. We have identified a few vendors that are notable for their strengths for

specific capabilities. A vendor has been selected as outstanding based on information collected during our

neutral research and rating process.

4.2.1 Outstanding in Innovation: Microsoft

Microsoft Azure AI Platform displays an innovative approach towards protecting data as it is used in model

training and operations. Microsoft's research team has put significant work into enabling differential privacy

to provide higher privacy than anonymization to datasets. Synthetic data can also be produced from

datasets that retain key statistical characteristics but fabricate sensitive fields. Data sets can also be

protected from over-querying, reducing the chance that an individual could be identified.
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Figure 3: Outstanding in Innovation: Microsoft and Google Cloud

4.2.2 Outstanding in a Modular Approach: AWS

The AWS ML Stack Amazon has broken down the AI/ML development process into modular steps,

pathways for users of different areas of expertise, and pre-built horizontal and vertical solutions. AWS' AI

Services includes solutions for healthcare, industrial and manufacturing, and more. Horizontal pre-built

solutions include vision, speech, text, coding, forecasting, fraud, and more. Moving on to the model

development and implementation modules, AWS offers Amazon SageMaker, the product most focused on

in this report, which includes data preparation, monitoring, work flows, debugging, and explainability.
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Figure 4: Outstanding in a Modular Approach: AWS

4.2.3 Outstanding for Cloud Environment: Cognino

Cognino, working primarily with generative models that builds contextual knowledge on a topic, provides a

ready-made AI Cloud pre-trained with contextual data from a wide variety of sources. The AI Cloud has

working knowledge of business concepts and can identify opportunities and mitigate business risk. On top of

this, Cognino's products can be deployed in all major clouds, and can be deployed on premise and in

containers.
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Figure 5: Outstanding for Cloud Environment: Cognino
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5 Product/ Service Details

In the following section, each participating vendor is profiled with particular attention paid to the functionality

of its product. The important capabilities that were described in section 3.1 have been rated and displayed

as a spider chart.

These spider charts provide comparative information by showing the areas where the products are stronger

or weaker. Some products may have gaps in some areas, while being strong in others. These might be a

good fit for a customer if only the specific features are required by their business case. Other services

deliver strong capabilities across all areas, thus being a better fit for strategic choice of product.
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5.1 Amazon Web Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a multinational cloud service provider headquartered in Seattle, USA. It

provides a complete set of machine learning and artificial intelligence services for builders of all expertise

levels. AWS has launched more than 250 new capabilities for AI/ML in the last 12 months. AWS ML Stack is

made up of three layers: pre-build AI Services, modular developer tools in Amazon SageMaker, and ML

Infrastructure for expert practitioners.

At the top layer, AI Services allow developers to add intelligence to any application without needing ML

skills. Pre-trained models provide ready-made intelligence for applications and workflows and help

customers personalize the customer experience, forecast business metrics, translate conversations, extract

meaning from documents and more. At the middle layer is Amazon SageMaker, which provides every

developer and data scientist with the modular ability to build, train, and deploy machine learning models at

scale. It removes the complexity from each step of the ML workflow so customers can more easily deploy

machine learning use cases, anything from predictive maintenance to computer vision to predicting

customer behaviors. And at the bottom layer, expert users can develop on the framework of their choice as

a managed experience in Amazon SageMaker or use the AWS Deep Learning AMIs (Amazon machine

images), which are configured with the latest versions of popular deep learning frameworks and tools.

Focusing in on Amazon SageMaker's MLOps capabilities, automated assistance is provided to prepare,

build, train and tune, deploy, and manage ML models. Datasets can be imported, cleaned and labelled, and

features can be created and stored for future use. Clarify is an explanation and bias module that is

integrated in the preparation stage as well as in many of the following ML development stages. The model

selection phase enables a user to connect with Jupyter notebooks, to use pre-built or imported algorithms,

or automatically build a customized model. The model can be trained automatically with a range of

computing options, and tuned with automatic hyperparameter optimization, and debugged as it is training.

The model can be continuously monitored for accuracy including on edge devices when deployed. Clarify

examines models in training for bias with the possibility to halt a problematic model mid-training to adjust or

abort, to monitor for bias and drift during operation, and to provide individual explanations using feature

importance. These capabilities are supported by additional modules that bring central oversight and

management of models, automation of workflows, control over deployment and compute resources, and

generation of reports and audit trails. The pre-designed solutions scaffold multiple ML capabilities together

to address a use case, for example combining vision, voice, and sentiment analysis for an integrated

communications solution. Integrations with ML libraries and toolkits, data sources, and cloud environments

are built in.
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Security

Interoperability

Usability

Deployment

Market Standing

Strengths

A fully managed service with flexible options for training and running model for scalability, high

availability and low latency

Able to stack ML capabilities for a combined solution

Explainability provided using SHAP values for feature importance

Containerization enable flexible deployment in and outside the AWS cloud

Challenges

Global model explanation is provided for all models, but local explanations for non-classification models

can be expanded Although strong privacy features are offered, default privacy settings could be higher

Communication on ML model usage to internal and external stakeholders can be expanded
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6 Related Research

Leadership Brief: The Role of AI in Modern Business Intelligence Platforms

Market Compass: Converstaional AI Building Platforms

Executive View: IBM Watson Openscale

Advisory Note: Emerging Technologies Fostering Digital Businesss Innovation Utilities Energy

Whitepaper: AI Machine Learning and Priviliged Access Management

Leadership Brief: Explainable AI

Leadership Brief: Assessing the Maturity of Core AI Disciplines

Executive View: Microsoft Azure AI Platform

Leadership Brief: Hype vs Reality in AI ML, where are the concrete business benefits?

Leadership Brief: Artificial Intelligence in Cybersecurity

Leadership Brief: AI and Machine Learning the Basics in a Nutshell

Advisory Note: Emerging Technologies Fostering Digital Business Innovation Healthcare

Advisory Note: Emerging Technologies Fostering Digital Business Innovation FInance Industry
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Methodology

About KuppingerCole's Market Compass

KuppingerCole Market Compass is a tool which provides an overview of a particular IT market segment and

identifies the strengths of products within that market segment. It assists you in identifying the vendors and

products/services in that market which you should consider when making product decisions.  

While the information provided by this report can help to make decisions it is important to note that it is not

sufficient to make choices based only on the information provided within this report.  

Customers must always define their specific requirements and analyze in greater detail what they need.

This report doesn’t provide any recommendations for picking a vendor for a specific customer scenario.

This can be done only based on a more thorough and comprehensive analysis of customer requirements

and a more detailed mapping of these requirements to product features, i.e., a complete assessment.

Product Rating

KuppingerCole Analysts AG as an analyst company regularly evaluates products/services and vendors. The

results are, among other types of publications and services, published in the KuppingerCole Leadership

Compass Reports, KuppingerCole Executive Views, KuppingerCole Product Reports, and KuppingerCole

Vendor Reports. KuppingerCole uses a standardized rating to provide a quick overview on our perception of

the products or vendors. Providing a quick overview of the KuppingerCole rating of products requires an

approach combining clarity, accuracy, and completeness of information at a glance.  

KuppingerCole uses the following categories to rate products:

Security

Deployment

Interoperability

Usability

Market Standing

Security is a measure of the degree of security within the product / service. This is a key requirement and

evidence of a well-defined approach to internal security as well as capabilities to enable its secure use by

the customer are key factors we look for. The rating includes our assessment of security vulnerabilities and
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the way the vendor deals with them. 

Deployment is measured by how easy or difficult it is to deploy and operate the product or service. This

considers the degree in which the vendor has integrated the relevant individual technologies or products. It

also looks at what is needed to deploy, operate, manage, and discontinue the product / service.  

Interoperability refers to the ability of the product / service to work with other vendors’ products, standards,

or technologies. It considers the extent to which the product / service supports industry standards as well as

widely deployed technologies. We also expect the product to support programmatic access through a well-

documented and secure set of APIs.  

Usability is a measure of how easy the product / service is to use and to administer. We look for user

interfaces that are logically and intuitive as well as a high degree of consistency across user interfaces

across the different products / services from the vendor. 

Market Standing is a measure of financial strength and market position. This is based on publicly available

information, and takes the amount of funding received, the profitability, and the private or public status of the

vendor into consideration. 

We focus on security, deployment, interoperability, usability, and market standing for the following key

reasons:  

Increased People Participation—Human participation in systems at any level is the highest area of cost

and the highest potential for failure of IT projects.

Lack of excellence in Security, Functionality, Ease of Delivery, Interoperability, and Usability results in

the need for increased human participation in the deployment and maintenance of IT services.

Increased need for manual intervention and lack of Security, Functionality, Ease of Delivery,

Interoperability, and Usability not only significantly increase costs, but inevitably lead to mistakes that

can create opportunities for attack to succeed and services to fail.

KuppingerCole’s evaluation of products / services from a given vendor considers the degree of product

Security, Functionality, Ease of Delivery, Interoperability, and Usability which to be of the highest

importance. This is because lack of excellence in any of these areas can result in weak, costly and

ineffective IT infrastructure.

Rating scale for products

For vendors and product feature areas, we use a separate rating with five different levels. These levels are:

Strong positive
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Outstanding support for the subject area, e.g. product functionality, or security etc.) 

Positive
Strong support for a feature area but with some minor gaps or shortcomings. Using Security as an

example, this could indicate some gaps in fine-grained access controls of administrative entitlements.  

Neutral
Acceptable support for feature areas but with several of our requirements for these areas not being met.

Using functionality as an example, this could indicate that some of the major feature areas we are

looking for aren’t met, while others are well served.  

Weak
Below-average capabilities in the area considered. 

Critical
Major weaknesses in various areas.
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Copyright

© 2021 Kuppinger Analysts AG. All rights reserved. Reproduction and distribution of this publication in any

form is forbidden unless prior written permission. All conclusions, recommendations and predictions in this

document represent KuppingerCole´s initial view. Through gathering more information and performing deep

analysis, positions presented in this document will be subject to refinements or even major changes.

KuppingerCole disclaim all warranties as to the completeness, accuracy and/or adequacy of this

information. Even if KuppingerCole research documents may discuss legal issues related to information

security and technology, KuppingerCole do not provide any legal services or advice and its publications

shall not be used as such. KuppingerCole shall have no liability for errors or inadequacies in the information

contained in this document. Any opinion expressed may be subject to change without notice.

KuppingerCole supports IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and in

relevant decision making processes. As a leading analyst company KuppingerCole provides first-hand

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions

essential to your business. 

KuppingerCole, founded in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization headquartered in Europe.

We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise, thought leadership, and practical relevance in

Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity and Access Management), Cloud Risk and Security, and

Artificial Intelligence, as well as for all technologies fostering Digital Transformation. We support companies,

corporate users, integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both tactical and strategic challenges

and make better decisions for the success of their business. Maintaining a balance between immediate

implementation and long-term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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